Editorial Volume 10, Issue 1

As we enter the tenth year of publication for EJIS, we would like to thank everyone who has contributed to the journal over its years. Published in this issue are those who provided reviews for 2000. Napoleon supposedly said an army marches on its stomach; likewise, a journal marches on its reviewers. Thank you all. We, and our Associate Editors, are always on the look out for the best possible and most relevant reviewers for each submitted article. If you feel you can contribute, please contact us at EJIS@brunel.ac.uk.

In its nine volume history, EJIS has only published two special issues (although it has occasionally published issues containing papers drawn from the European Conference on IS; see volume 9, issue 4). This is about to change: we have solicited three special issues edited by guest editors. We have done this for two reasons: to broaden the content of the journal, but also to reinforce some key themes that have emerged in EJIS.

IS/IT evaluation has always been a major research topic in Europe. Volume 7, issue 3 (September 1998) specifically addressed this topic. We will revisit it with a special issue edited by Zahir Irani here at Brunel. Some papers originally presented in tracks at the Americas Conference on IS (AMCIS) and the Hawaii International Conference on Systems Sciences (HICSS), or written by researchers who have contributed to those tracks, are now under review.

John Edwards at Aston University, UK, is editing a special issue on Knowledge Management. This is utilising papers presented at a Knowledge Management conference held at Aston in June 2000 that was sponsored by the UK Operational Research Society.

Finally, Patrick Chau of Hong Kong University is editing a special issue on personal aspects of E-Business. Individual interaction with, and acceptance of, systems and technology has long been a research theme within IS. Our research can inform the proliferation of potential interactions brought upon us by the Internet, mobile computing, and the provision of commercial services to both consumers and other businesses. For those interested in submitting a paper, Patrick can be contacted at pchau@business.hku.hk. Papers will be accepted through to 31st August 2001.
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